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Abstract
Progressive intelligence is a formulation of machine learning which trades-off performance requirements with resource availability. It does this by approaching the inference process incrementally. Current work in this area focuses on overall model performance rather than optimising its complete operating range. In this paper, we build
upon existing explainability and branched neural network research to show how neural networks can be adapted to exhibit progressive intelligence.
We assess the utility of joint branch optimisation for progressive intelligence using
a number of explainability metrics. When optimising the area under curve of layerwise linear probe accuracy we find equally weighted early-exit branch optimisation
produces models with the highest linear probe accuracy throughout the backbone.
By varying confidence thresholds we represent the entire range over which the model
can operate, we then explore its interaction with the scaling of the branched neural
network backbone. Finally, we propose a novel ensemble inference strategy which
utilises repeat predictions and requires no additional optimisation. Experiments with
CIFAR10/100 show that this inference strategy can save up to 44% of the multiply accumulate operations used in inference whilst maintaining model performance, when
compared against conventional early-exit methods.

1 Introduction
Over the last decade neural networks have been considered the most powerful method for
a number of machine learning tasks such as vision and natural language understanding.
This has prompted an increased demand for these methods in commercial and scientific applications. However, these models are resource-intensive and this is compounded
when considering embedded applications, where resource availability is limited and may
vary at inference time. Hence, to advance the use of neural networks in this domain, consideration must be given to reducing the computational cost in a dynamic manner.
Some progress in model compression has been made through pruning [2, 5, 27] and
quantisation [4, 16, 26]. Recent work has manually designed architectures that are optimised for low-cost inference whilst minimising performance drop [7, 8, 11, 15, 19, 28].
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However, in rapidly evolving operating environments such as deployed embedded
systems, model evaluation has moved beyond accuracy alone. Neural networks may need
to dynamically operate in low energy modes whilst still having the ability to match the
performance of the original model at peak operating modes. Such operating scenarios
will value systems which produce low-cost–lower-confidence outputs that can be improved upon according to operating requirements. We refer to these as progressive intelligence systems and the concept of Pareto-optimisation takes a central role in their design,
as performance should be maximised at every computational cost point (Figure 1).

Performance

Progressive Intelligence
Model

Conventional Model

Cost

Figure 1: Progressive intelligence systems can operate across a range of performance-cost
points whilst valuing low-cost gains in performance, whereas the conventional models
operate at a fixed operating point. The conventional models are the least progressive due
to their fixed nature, followed by the blue progressive intelligence model, as its performance gains are made predominantly at the end of the operating range. The most progressive models make early improvements and build upon them monotonically, like the
green and orange models.
Current work in the literature [10, 23, 25] does not consider the complete operating
range a dynamic model can operate over. This can be considered from a layer-wise perspective where improvements can be made to internal neural network representations.
We refer to the total layer-wise activations of a model as its representations. A model’s
operating range can also be considered in terms of the inference process where performance can be optimised across a continuous range of operating modes, rather than discrete points. The following contributions of our work address these gaps:
• We introduce progressive intelligence and how it can be incorporated into all aspects of the design and optimisation of branched neural networks.
• We present a novel investigation into the effect classification branches have on their
backbone using a variety of explainability metrics. This shows how branches improve neural network representations in a layer-wise fashion and how they can be
used to make progressive intelligence models.
• We use the scaling of classification confidence thresholds as a way of representing
the inference cost of branched neural networks in a continuous manner. We refer to these as inference modes and they allow the performance of the model to be
understood over its entire operating range.
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• We vary backbone scaling and design to understand how they effect the inference
modes, allowing us to understand how to best use model design to influence the
performance of a branched neural network across its operating range.
• We introduce a new early-exit policy for branched networks resulting in up to 44%
MAC operations improvement in inference over conventional approaches, without
the need for additional optimisation.
We begin with related work which is covered in Section 2. Then we investigate the effect
that classification branches have on intermediate layers of a branched neural network using a variety of metrics and propose an optimal branched network configuration (Section
3). We then present a new analysis of branched network inference modes in Section 4
and investigate the backbone architecture and its interaction with the inference modes.
In Section 5, an optimised inference method for branched networks is proposed, which
we call entropic mutual agreement. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Related Work
Since their inception [22, 23], branched networks have remained an integral part of the
dynamic inference research community [9, 10, 24], and more recently the development
of optimised inference techniques for them [3, 14].
Work in [21] treats the branches of the network as an ensemble, encouraging diversity
between the branches of a language model whilst also preserving their accuracy on the
classification task. Work in [25] applies a similar approach to vision models. To introduce
information sharing between the classifiers and boost performance they train their early
exiting branches as an ensemble, unlike previous works in the vision space. However, this
is achieved through additional optimisation. The field has yet to produce an ensemble
method in branched network inference that does not require additional optimisation; this
is something we address in Section 5.
Previous work in the field fails to consider the entire operating range of a branched
neural network and evaluates them at discrete points in the performance-cost space. This
is particularly relevant to the progressive intelligence problem as it will allow a complete
operating range of a model to be characterised, as in Figure 1. We examine this further in
Section 4.
Recent explainability work uses a measure of class separation throughout the network [13], to understand how the classes are distinguished by the model. Centered Kernel
Alignment (CKA) has also been proposed to compare network representations by producing pairwise comparisons between the intermediate outputs of every layer of one neural network with that of another. This has been used to analyse different loss functions,
model sizes, and architectures. [12, 17, 18].
Finally, intermediate classifiers known as linear probes have been proposed as a method
of measuring layer-wise class separability [1]. They have also been used in conjunction
with some of the above methods in other work [13, 17]. When combined with class separation it can help understand the utility of class separation in classification.
Branched networks are a good starting point for a progressive intelligence system and
the methods discussed can allow their inner workings to be probed. These concepts have
yet to be combined and the next section will address this.
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3 The Effect of the Loss Function
To thoroughly explore the representational impact of branches and gain some insight into
how the network behaves when using them we use the three explainability metrics of
class separation, linear probe accuracy, and CKA. These metrics are applied to all layers
except the final classification layer using a test data set to probe the generalisation of these
results.
To measure class separation we use a metric defined in [13] as R 2 . The metric takes the
ratio of the similarity within a class to that across all classes. Taking one minus this value
ensures greater values signify greater class separation and it employs the cosine similarity,
according to
PK
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Here, X refers to the activation of an input, n and m refer to a datapoint within the
class k and j . Nk and N j refer to the number of samples within the class and K the total
number of classes.
The performance of linear classifiers on the embedding space will reflect the separability of the data. We refer to these as linear probes [1]. We choose to optimise the
networks based on linear probe performance, as this metric is directly related to the classification performance at each exit. Maximising the linear probe performance throughout
the network backbone should correspond to improved early exit performance.
We train ResNet18 [6] with four branches positioned equidistantly throughout the
model (where the final branch corresponds to the output), according to
L t ot al ( ŷ, y; θ) =

N
X
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n

choosing a range of branch weightings, w n . A selection of the results are presented in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Log of the R 2 metric (left), Linear probe accuracy (right), for different branch
weightings of the ResNet18 architecture against layer. The dashed grey lines denote the
branch positions in the network and the red line in both figures corresponds to the unbranched ResNet18 architecture. Results were evaluated on CIFAR10 and the width of the
lines denote the variance across 3 runs.
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The linear probes capture the separability of the classes whereas the R 2 metric captures the magnitude of the actual class separation of the classes. We find that the early
branches have a small effect in separating the classes in the representation space, but a
large impact in class separability.
Branches positioned later in the network have a greater impact on class separation
and the level of class separation at the beginning of the network is increased by the introduction of the first branch. The separation values largely increase monotonically throughout where each branch increases the class separation in the network at its point of connection, but this is followed by a small drop.
The increase in class separation from the early branch corresponds to increased linear probe accuracy. However, the joint optimisation of the final layer prevents the class
separation from reaching greater values.
This suggests that restricting class separation early in the model is important for peak
classification performance later in the model. However, the linear probe accuracy plot
shows that representations created by branched models still allow for greater accuracy
earlier in the network. Suggesting that co-optimising the branches allows the class separation to increase without drastically decreasing final layer performance.
To quantify our results we use the area under curve (AUC) of linear probe curves in Figure 2 to give an overall measure of the model’s pareto front. For each weight configuration,
table 1 presents the AUC and the raw and fractional improvement over the unbranched
model.
Table 1: AUC measurements of all branch configurations. Branch weighting is shown in
the first column, raw AUC is shown in the second, the third and fourth show raw and
fractional improvement over the baseline respectively. The best performing of the single
and multiple weighted models are shown in bold.
w - (Exit 1 : Exit 2 : Exit 3 : Final Exit)

AUC

Raw ↑ (%)

Frac. ↑ (%)

Baseline: (0.0 : 0.0 : 0.0 : 1.0)
(0.2 : 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.8)
(0.4 : 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.6)
(0.6 : 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.4)
(0.8 : 0.0 : 0.0 : 0.2)
(0.0 : 0.2 : 0.0 : 0.8)
(0.0 : 0.4 : 0.0 : 0.6)
(0.0 : 0.6 : 0.0 : 0.4)
(0.0 : 0.8 : 0.0 : 0.2)
(0.0 : 0.0 : 0.2 : 0.8)
(0.0 : 0.0 : 0.4 : 0.6)
(0.0 : 0.0 : 0.6 : 0.4)
(0.0 : 0.0 : 0.8 : 0.2)
(0.2 : 0.3 : 0.1 : 0.4)
(0.2 : 0.2 : 0.2 : 0.4)
(0.2 : 0.1 : 0.3 : 0.4)

0.6878
0.7276
0.7266
0.7217
0.7262
0.7096
0.7093
0.7099
0.7078
0.6926
0.6932
0.6919
0.6937
0.7308
0.7345
0.7317

3.98
3.88
3.39
3.84
2.18
2.15
2.21
2.0
0.48
0.54
0.41
0.59
4.3
4.67
4.39

5.78
5.64
4.93
5.58
3.16
3.13
3.21
2.91
0.69
0.78
0.6
0.86
6.26
6.79
6.39
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The results in table 1 suggest that weighting the early branches is most effective when
using a single branch. As these branches increase performance early in the network where
larger gains can be made. Hence, the area under these curves is improved the most, up
to 5.7%. Branches positioned in the third position show little improvement over the baseline model, less than 1%. There is little difference in the AUC measurements for a given
branch position, suggesting that branch positioning has a greater effect than weighting
when using this metric. When using multiple branches, equally weighting the branches
maximises the AUC and thus the overall performance of the model.
CKA has been shown empirically to be maximised between two architecturally identical layers of two neural networks [12]. Thus, we use this to understand the representational similarities between networks trained with branches and those without, allowing
us to capture how similarly the networks transform the data. When using linear kernels it
can be defined as
CKA(Xi , Y j ) = q

HSIC(Xi X⊤
, Y j Y⊤
)
i
j
,
q
⊤
⊤
⊤
HSIC(Xi X⊤
,
X
X
)
HSIC(Y
Y
,
Y
Y
)
i
j
j
i
i
j
j

(3)

where Xi , Y j are the activations from layers i and j respectively and HSIC refers to the
Hilbert-Schmidt-Independence-Criterion [20] which measures the statistical dependence
between two distributions; in this work the distributions correspond to the layer representations. Let K = k(Xi , Xi ) and L = l (Y j , Y j ) where k and l are two kernels, the HSIC is
defined as
1
trace(KHLH),
(4)
HSIC(K, L) =
(n − 1)2
where H is the centering matrix defined as Hn = In − n1 11⊤ , which centers the two matrices
in kernel space. We use linear kernels for our analysis and generate a pairwise comparison
between the intermediate output of every layer of one neural network and that of another
(Figure 3).

1.0

ResNet18 Layers

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

ResNet18 Layers

Branched ResNet18 Layers

0.0

Figure 3: Centred kernel alignment scores between different networks using CIFAR10.
Two architecturally identical ResNet18 models (left), a ResNet18 network, and a branched
ResNet18 trained with the (0.2 : 0.2 : 0.2 : 0.4) loss weighting configuration (right). The
bottom left square on each diagram corresponds to the first layer of each network, and
the top right the final layer.
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The similarity between the branched and unbranched networks never reaches the
maximum values, peaking at ∼0.95 in the early layers. Throughout the rest of the network the maximum similarity at a given layer lies between 0.8 and 0.9. In the branch positions there is a clear shift in the similarities of the earlier layers of the branched networks
towards the later layers of the unbranched networks. The departure from the diagonal
suggests that the branched model is learning similar representations to the unbranched
model and that the branches push these earlier in the network.
While improvements to the progressiveness of the networks are evident both qualitatively from Figures 2 and 3, and quantitatively from table 1, it is not evident how this
progressiveness transfers to the inference modes, and thus resource savings of such networks. We address this in the next section.

4 The Effect of the Backbone
Early exiting inference uses the intermediate output of the network to determine whether
the classification is confident enough. This intermediate output will be produced by the
branches which are co-optimised with the backbone. If only the layers preceding the
intermediate output are computed, performing an early exit will save the inference cost
of subsequent layers for a given input.
An integral part of the early exiting inference is the criteria determining the confidence
of classification. The most commonly used metric for confidence is the entropy of the
output distribution[10, 23]. The entropy is defined as
e(x) = −

C
X

p(x i ) log p(x i ),

(5)

i =1

and an exit is taken if it is less than or equal to a threshold. Here, p(x i ) refers to the probability of the i th class in the output distribution x, and C is the total number of classes.
Hence, the entropy is minimised when one class probability approaches one and maximised when all of the class probabilities are equal.
We run inference on the networks and vary the entropy threshold for early exiting,
from the maximum possible value of logC , to the lowest possible value, 0. This generates
a curve denoting the possible operating points of the network when plotting the average
multiply accumulate operations (MACs) usage against accuracy. We refer to these as inference modes. In Figure 4 (top-left) we compare the branched networks trained with
different weight configurations.
The highest performing model is that with progressively higher weighted branches.
However, the one with the sharpest rise in accuracy is the model with equally weighted
branches. Furthermore, the peak accuracy of this network matches the others within its
error bounds. Hence, we use this weight configuration for the remainder of our experiments, due to its performance in table 1, in inference, and its simplicity in training setup.
To analyse the effect the backbone has on this distribution we scale the networks. We
present MACs vs accuracy plots for ResNet architectures of varied width, depth, and number of branches. Uncertainty is calculated using standard deviations from the mean accuracy value. By assuming the accuracy of the
qmodel represents a point of a Gaussian, we
, where σ represents the number of
can define the confidence interval as ∆ = σ A(1−A)
n
standard deviations from the mean, n the number of samples, and A the mean accuracy.
For the following results, a σ of 3 is used corresponding to a certainty of 99.7%.
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Figure 4: Figures analysing the inference modes of various networks, highlight their operating ranges. The networks trained in Section 3 are compared (top-left). Then the effect
of the network width is shown (top-right). Network depth is analysed (bottom-left). The
effect of the number of branches is also analysed (bottom-right). Results are taken from
CIFAR10. Shaded areas denote a confidence interval of 3σ, in all cases a ResNet18 is used
and the architectural component modified is denoted in the legend.
The effect of the width in the ResNet18 architecture is presented in Figure 4 (top-right).
It has a consistent effect on the MAC usage of the model, without drastically affecting
the classification performance of the model. The performance drop-off starts between a
width of 50% and 25%, as the performance of the 50% width model matches the full-size
model within the confidence bound. The larger widths do not increase the accuracy outside of the confidence intervals for this dataset. The MACs scale according to the expected
ratio (W1 /W2 )2 between two models, where W refers to their respective widths.
The early exiting can at most save ∼ 50% of the inference cost (in the far right-hand
model), with minimal loss in accuracy, whereas thinning the same model to the standard
width has the potential to save ∼ 84%. As the model is compressed in width, the benefit
of the branching is reduced with the thinner network dropping performance sooner than
the wider networks.
The depth of these networks is also analysed, whilst keeping the width consistent with
the ResNet18 design. This is shown in Figure 4 (bottom-left). We find that the shallower
model has a dramatically reduced minimum accuracy and power range. There are also
diminishing returns when using deeper networks. The peak operating powers follow what
is expected as there should be a linear relationship between the power used and the depth,
but this drops off in deeper models due to the nature of the convolution operation.
The number of equally weighted branches is varied between 3 and 8, shown in Figure 4
(bottom-right). The final branch was given a weight of 0.4 in all cases, the others were
hence weighted 0.6/n branches . Increasing the number of branches extends the operating
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range of the neural network, although at reduced accuracy. The six and seven branched
models extend the operating range without significantly compromising the performance
at the greater confidence ranges, unlike the 8 branch model. There seems to be no computational benefit of using any less than four branches.
Hence, we have found that width has the greatest potential for changing the operating range of the progressive intelligence network. This can be extended using deeper
networks with a larger number of branches.
We also use a more efficient backbone, to understand if these inference mode patterns
are backbone agnostic. We use the MobileNet architecture [7, 8, 19]. This is presented in
Figure 5 (top-left). We find that when trained using the same hyperparameters, the more
efficient architecture is outperformed by the ResNet18, but it operates in a lower power
range. We now move our attention to the exit policy of the network to understand how
inference modes can be improved for progressive intelligence.

5 The Effect of the Exit Policy
ResNet18
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2 × 107
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Figure 5: Various figures analysing the inference modes of the entropic mutual agreement exit policy. The MobileNet and ResNet18 architectures are compared (top-left). The
mutual agreement exit policy is shown on both the ResNet18 (top-right) and MobileNet
(bottom-right). Finally, the power improvement made at a given entropy value is presented for each network (bottom-left). All results are taken from the CIFAR100 test set
and shaded areas denote the variance across 3 runs.
We introduce a new exit policy designed to increase the progressiveness of the branched
neural network, the mutual agreement policy. Most early exiting algorithms in the field
fail to consider the branched neural network as a special ensemble and those that do require additional optimisation post-training [25].
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Our policy considers two aspects, consistency between branches and confidence at a
branch. It exits when a branch is consistent with its previous branch, or if the entropy of
the prediction is below a threshold. We call this entropic mutual agreement and the exit
condition is defined as
e i (x) ≤ α ∨ Ŷi (x) · Ŷi −1 (x) = 1,

(6)

where e is the entropy at exit i , α the entropy threshold, and Y a one-hot encoded output.
We present comparisons between these loss functions in both architectures in Figure 5 (top/bottom-right). Figure 5 (bottom-left) shows a comparison between the two
loss functions, measuring the power saved by the new exit policy for a given entropy level.
From these figures, it is clear the new loss function rises earlier than the entropic policy,
and stops sooner, without losing the peak performance of the network. Hence, this makes
the network more progressive in offering low-cost inference and more resource efficient
at all confidence thresholds. The power improvement peaks at over 1.8× (44% saving)
improvement in the MobileNet, and 1.6× (38% saving) in the ResNet18.

6 Conclusions
Progressive intelligence is a framework of machine learning in which the system adapts to
produce the best possible outputs according to resource availability. This has a number
of applications, namely in dynamic operating environments such as deployed systems
on embedded devices, computing servers with variable resource availability, or mobile
devices with power-saving modes. A core principle of these systems is pareto-optimality,
where multiple objectives are to be maximised.
This work presents branched neural networks as a progressive intelligence system and
explores the various ways in which they can be improved and pushed toward paretooptimality. Various explainability measures are used to understand the effect classification branches have on the inner workings of neural networks when included in the loss
function. Linear probe accuracy is used to quantify the progressiveness of intermediate representations in the networks. An optimal branch configuration is identified which
maximises the pareto-optimality of the neural network’s inner workings.
We present a method of analysing the inference process of a branched neural network that shows the progressive nature of early exiting policies. This allows the operating
range of networks to be understood. Using this tool, we analyse several different configurations of a branched ResNet architecture, to understand better how these changes
interact with the operating range of early exiting inference. We find changing the depth
and width moves the range over which a model can operate. Whilst changing the number
of branches extends the range over which the model can operate. Finally, a new early exiting policy is devised, utilising consecutive branch outputs in inference. We find this policy
records up to 44% inference cost saving, without the need for additional optimisation.
Future work will investigate new progressive intelligence systems co-designed, and
analysed using, the ideas and analysis techniques presented in this work. Such systems
will require that they can be modified to produce incremental results, for example, an ensemble system could be configured to operate in such a manner. This work has provided
a proof of concept and shown that progressive intelligence can be implemented through
the optimisation of branched networks, and should act as a foundation for future implementations of progressive intelligence systems.
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